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Abstract

Hysteresis is an essential attribute of many solid-state devices and biological pro-

cesses, yet it is often overlooked in colloidal and soft-matter dynamic systems. Herein

we show that gold nanoparticles can remain dispersed or aggregated at the same

temperature depending on the trajectory of applied stimulus, featuring hysteretic be-

haviour. Aided by real-time analytics and fine tuning of experimental parameters, such

as salt concentration, nanoparticle diameter and surface potential, we disentangled ki-

netic (rate-dependent) and thermodynamic (rate-independent) component of hysteresis

in cyclic clustering of nanoparticles. The hysteresis originates from the difference in

the aggregation and disassembly temperatures. Our findings enrich the repertoire of

experimental framework suitable for study life-like features on purely synthetic settings.
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Introduction

Apart from being a core feature in solid-state devices (e.g., memory storage), hysteresis sus-

tains the functioning of many biological processes (e.g., cell division) through the resilience

against noise.1–5 The studies of hysteresis require the use of suitable model systems. With-

out any doubt, one of such systems are gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) that exhibit chemical

robustness under harsh conditions and optical properties sensitive to the change of their

colloidal phase.6–11 Previously, Grzybowski and co-workers have studied hysteresis in the

reversible clustering of gold nanoparticles stabilized with ionizable ligands using pH as a

stimulus.12 These authors suggested that the hysteresis emerges from the change of magni-

tude of electrostatic repulsion that overcomes the energy barrier during the cyclic transitions

between aggregated and dispersed states. The redispersion of nanoparticles required an ex-

tra change of pH to bring the nanoparticles out from the energy minimum. Importantly, the

nanoparticles remained stable for several months once in aggregated state, indicating a local

equilibrium adapted by the system over an entire range of applied stimulus. In this type of

systems, the change of state is independent of the rate of applied stimulus, and the emerging

hysteresis is classified as rate-independent.

An entirely different scenario represents rate-dependent hysteresis that originates from a

lag of the system response to a stimulus. The faster is the velocity of the applied stimulus,

the wider becomes the hysteresis; it is a kinetic effect. Rate-dependent hysteresis has been

observed in pH-driven clustering of AuNPs stabilized with carboxylated alkanethiols,13–16

poly-L-lysine,17 and thermoresponsive polymers demonstrating an upper18 or lower19 critical

solution temperature. Despite a vast body of works devoted to dynamic self-assembly,20–25

the hysteresis, when observed, receives mainly a qualitative description, needless to mention

the lack of experimental control over its rate-dependent or rate-independent components. A

reason for this is an insufficient time-resolution of data acquisition (e.g., spectroscopy) that

could otherwise aid information and understanding of intermediate states in such systems.

The knowledge of the type of hysteresis is central to predicting how the system responds to
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a stimulus. Rate-dependent hysteresis helps to describe the nonlinear relationship between

the input stimulus and the output state, as in piezoelectric actuators.26 Rate-independent

hysteresis, on the other hand, is a principle of memory storage, homeostatic materials,27

autonomous chemical reactions28 and erasable inks.29 Therefore, determining the signatures

of the system response to a stimulus is a must in the development of functional nanosystems

for (bio)sensors, actuators or catalysis.

The present work asks what is the origin of hysteretic behaviour during reversible cluster-

ing of nanoparticles and what are the experimental parameters that define the prevalence of

either rate-dependent or rate-independent components. To answer this question, we selected

temperature as a stimulus that modulates the electrostatic repulsion between nanoparticles.

We observed the nanoparticles reside at different aggregation states at the same tempera-

ture depending on the direction of applied stimulus - cooling or heating. The ionic strength,

which is modulated by salt and ligand concentration, defines the centre of hysteresis within

a temperature window of 5 - 45 ◦C. The rate of heating or cooling determines the width of

hysteresis, indicating rate-dependent component. Aided by real-time UV-Vis spectroscopy,

we observed that the system is unable to relax equally from both aggregated and dispersed

states at a given temperature to reach the state of minimum global energy, featuring rate-

independent hysteresis. It can be further modulated by the diameter and surface potential

of nanoparticles. Overall, our observations and presented data analysis offer a new tool in

formulating the principles of hysteresis in dynamic chemical systems.

Results and discussion

We used citrate-stabilized AuNPs of 12 ± 0.8 nm in diameter, that were functionalized

with bis(p-sulfonatophenyl)-phenylphosphine (BSPP).30 Upon a temperature drop from 45

to 5 ◦C, the initial red colour of the samples progressively turned to blue-grey (Figure 1a)

and recovered by heating up to 45 ◦C. We recorded simultaneously the UV-Vis-NIR spectra
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and temperature values of the samples every 10 seconds (1000 spectra per run), observing

that the localized surface plasmon band became featureless at 5 ◦C and recovered upon

heating (Figure 1b). By excluding time component and presenting a degree of assembly

(R = Abs650nm/Abs520nm) versus temperature, we observed that R follows different pathways

depending on whether the sample is being cooled or heated, presenting hysteresis (Figure

1c,d).
In
te
ns
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45 ºC
35 ºC
25 ºC
15 ºC
5 ºC
15 ºC
25 ºC
35 ºC
45 ºC

45 ºC 5 ºC 45 ºC 5 ºC 5 ºC45 ºC 5 ºC45 ºC 45 ºC

Figure 1: Temperature-driven reversible clustering of gold nanoparticles. a) UV-Vis-NIR
spectra of redispersed (red, 45◦C) and aggregated (blue, 5◦C) nanoparticles. b) Four cycles
of nanoparticles clustering at low and high temperatures. c) Time-dependent variation of
temperature and assembly degree, R. d) Hysteresis of cyclic aggregation obtained by removal
of time component in plot c. e, f) Change of hydrodynamic diameter of nanoparticles in
colloidal phase at different temperatures confirming hysteresis.

Dynamic light scattering measurements confirmed the presence of hysteresis (Figure 1e,f,

and S1). The hydrodynamic diameter varied between 30 and ∼800 nm during heating and

cooling, respectively (Figure 1e). Extended storage of the sample at 5◦C caused gradual

phase separation that was prevented by dispersing the nanoparticles in an agarose matrix

of pore size of ∼600 nm in diameter (Figure S2).31 The optimal agarose concentration was

found to be 0.25 wt% (Figure S3).
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To assess to what extent a temperature gradient influences the hysteresis, we aggregated

the nanoparticles cyclically in cuvettes of 5, 2 and 1 mm path lengths. With decreasing the

cuvette thickness, decreased hysteresis width. Such a tendency stems from the design of our

setup. The light beam passes through the sample vertically from the source to spectrometer

while the heat/cool is supplied from the bottom. The temperature gradient across the

vertical axis generates a cluster size distribution along that axis, broadening the shape of

surface plasmon resonance (For a schematic representation of cluster gradient see Figure S4).

In 1 mm cuvette, the effect of the temperature gradient is brought to a minimum, so is the

width of hysteresis.

Centring hysteresis within temperature window

The concentration of both salts NaCl and BSPP regulates the centre of the hysteresis in the

temperature window of 5 - 45 ◦C. Note that BSPP is also a surface ligand here that binds

to gold surface via phosphine group and ensures negative surface charge. With increasing

NaCl concentration from 0 to 128 mM at room temperature, the red colour of the samples

turned blue (Figure 2a). Cyclic cooling/heating each of these samples revealed that the

change of assembly degree, R, is the highest for intermediate salt concentrations (64, 80 and

90 mM) and negligible for limiting concentrations (16, 120 mM) (Figure 2b, d). Consec-

utively, the centre of the hysteresis moved towards high temperature as salt concentration

increased. A minimum concentration of BSPP (1.5 mM) was needed to observe reversible

aggregation, suggesting an additional role of free ligand in clustering process (Figure 2c,

Figure S5). Similar scenario has been observed for free polymer molecules in temperature-

driven aggregation of nanoparticles stabilized with poly(N-isopropylacrylamide).10,32 Here,

the change of assembly degree received the highest values at BSPP concentration of 3 mM.

As for NaCl, the increase of BSPP concentration moved the centre of hysteresis towards

higher temperature. BSPP, however, alters the hysteresis at a larger extent. We speculate

that the surface charge of AuNPs is screened twice as much by BSPP as compared to NaCl,
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Figure 2: The effect of NaCl and BSPP concentration on the centre and saturation of
hysteresis. a) Digital images of solutions containing gold nanoparticles in agarose matrix
with increasing concentration of NaCl at 25 ◦C. b,c) With increasing the concentration of
a) NaCl and b) BSPP the centre of hysteresis shifts to higher temperature at 1 ◦C/min. d,
e) The change of responsiveness of the system (∆R = Rmax − Rmin) to the concentration of
NaCl d) and BSPP e).

that is due to the presence of two potassium cations per one molecule of BSPP. Replacing

BSPP with an alternative ligand - triphenylphosphine-3,3’,3”-trisulfonic acid trisodium salt

- had similar effect on the hysteresis (Figure S10).

To confirm the effect of temperature and salt concentrations on reversible aggregation,

we calculated interaction potential between nanoparticles by using DLVO theory (Figures

S6 and S7). The calculation showed that, indeed, the clustering is allowed in experimental

temperature window (5 - 45 ◦C) for NaCl concentrations ranging from 64 to 80 mM at a fixed

amount of BSPP (3 mM) and nanoparticles diameter of 12 nm. Below the optimum NaCl

concentrations the values of interaction potential are positive (dispersion), while above are

negative (aggregation) regardless of temperature. Therefore, the numerical results confirm

our experimental data.
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We studied the effect of particles concentration, observing that with increasing their con-

centration, the assembly degree increases since more particles are available to form clusters.

As a result, the magnitude of hysteresis became larger (Figure S8). The centre of hysteresis,

however, remained fixed at 20 ◦C regardless of the particle concentration, so does the onset

temperature in the cooling direction, at which the aggregation begins. Overall, in contrast

to the concentration of particles, it is the concentration of NaCl and BSPP that influences

the width and the centre of hysteresis within the temperature range, confirming the central

role of electrostatic screening in reversible clustering.

Disentangling rate-independent and rate-dependent hysteresis

To confirm rate-dependent hysteresis, we performed cyclic clustering of the samples by cool-

ing and heating for three velocities of temperature scan (0.2, 1 and 5 ◦C/min), observing

progressive broadening of the hysteresis (Figure 3a). At the slowest scan rate, however,

the hysteresis remained open (Figure 3a). To confirm whether it is an artefact or a sign

of thermodynamic hysteresis, we performed a stair-like hysteresis where fast scans at 20

◦C/min (horizontal arrows in Figure 3b) was interrupted with a long relaxation period (20

min, vertical arrows in Figure 3b) at 15, 25, and 35 ◦C, allowing the system to relax at a

given temperature during heating or cooling process. As a result, the assembly degree after

relaxation at 25 and 35 ◦C coincided with assembly degree of the uninterrupted scan at 0.2

◦C/min (Figure 3i). The hysteresis thus contains rate-independent component.

A high temporal resolution of optical data acquisition allowed us to perform a quali-

tative analysis of the relaxation dynamics to targeted temperatures in stair-like hysteresis

(Figure 3b). At the cooling or heating step, a fast change of temperature caused an abrupt

variation of the assembly degree followed by its slow relaxation (Figure 3c). Pairwise com-

parison of relaxation profiles to a given temperature revealed the presence of a gap between

assembly degrees of cooling and heating (Figure 3e-f). A fitting the relaxations at targeted

temperatures (45, 35, 25, and 15 ◦C) revealed that on average, the aggregation takes ∼10
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Figure 3: Rate-dependent and rate-independent component of hysteresis. a) The increase of
hysteresis width for increasing the velocities of temperature scan, indicating rate-dependent
hysteresis. b) The stair-like hysteresis allowing the relaxation (vertical lines) from dispersed
and aggregated states. c) Time-dependent profile of relaxation dynamics for all assem-
bly/disassembly processes from b. In grey, temperature profile. (d-g) Relaxation dynamics
(taken from c) to given targeted temperatures. The gaps after relaxation to 35 and 25 ◦C
indicate rate-independent hysteresis. h, i) Decay time constants obtained from (d-g). The
disassembly is faster than clustering. All relaxation curves were fitted by y = a exp(−x/b)+c.
i) Assembly degree at continuous hysteresis (0.2 ◦C/min) coincide with assembly degree after
relaxation in stair-like hysteresis, confirming rate-independent hysteresis.
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seconds more than redispersion (Figure 3h). This difference is an indirect signature of the

origin of hysteresis. The clustering that is induced by cooling is a slow process in which the

initially free nanoparticles diffuse to encounter each other to form clusters. In terms of the

energy landscape, the particles are progressively ”trapped” in the energy well. The lack of

energy barrier allows the AuNPs to start clustering at the very beginning of the temperature

drop. On the contrary, an extra thermal energy is required to induce disassembly making

the electrostatic repulsion to overcome vdW attraction. Once this extra energy is supplied,

an abrupt redispersion commences, pushing the particles out from the energy well. Here,

the extra energy is ensured at each stage of stair-like hysteresis, resulting in faster relaxation

profile of heating than cooling. Such reasoning indicates that the assembly temperature is

higher than the clustering temperature, hence leading to the emergence of hysteresis.

Both rate-dependent and rate-independent components are sensitive to the nanoparticle

size. Increasing the diameter from 12, 19 to 30 nm, the hysteresis broadened for fast and slow

velocities of temperature change (Figure 4a,b). The size effect is more pronounced at a fast

scan (5 ◦C/min), suggesting that the size influences the rate-dependent component. Note

that the adjustment of salt concentration was needed to keep the hysteresis centred within

the temperature window for different particle diameters. We found that the increase in the

diameter by 1 nm required the decrease of salt concentration by a factor of 0.89 (Figure S9).

To determine the change of rate-independent hysteresis with increasing diameter of

nanoparticles we plotted the temperature difference (∆T) at the middle height of hysteresis

(dashed line in Figure 4a,b) versus the velocity of the temperature scan, as shown in Figure

4c). The intercept of this nearly-linear relation corresponds to the temperature difference

at infinitely small velocity of temperature scan, being thus the width of thermodynamic

hysteresis. Figure 4d confirms that the width increases proportionally with the increase of

nanoparticles diameter.

Likewise, the stair-like hysteresis for each nanoparticle size showed that the gaps - the

difference of assembly degree ∆R - increase with diameter of nanoparticles (Figures 4 e - g,
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Figure 4: Effect of AuNPs size on rate-dependent and rate independent hysteresis. a-b)
Hysteresis loop for 12, 19 and 30 nm AuNPs at a) 5 ◦C/min and b) 0.2 ◦C/min, where
arrows indicate the direction of temperature scan. c) Temperature difference ∆T at middle
height of hysteresis (R = 0.5, dashed line in a and b) versus velocity of temperature scan.
d) The values of intercepts from c (∆T at 0 ◦C/min). e-f) Stair-like hysteresis for different
particle diameter with highlighted gaps at 35 ◦C - gray area in dotted rectangle. Insets:
relaxation profiles at 35 ◦C after heating (red) and cooling (blue). h) Magnitude of gaps,
∆R = Rheating − Rcooling, at 35 ◦C for different AuNPs sizes, extracted from plots e,f,g. i)
Decay times versus AuNPs diameter for cooling and heating at 35 ◦C.
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S11, S12). It is especially visible for the relaxation at 35 ◦C - a grey area in dotted rectangles

in Figure 4 c-e. The ∆R follows a nearly linear trend with increasing nanoparticles diameter,

indicating that the rate-independent component becomes prominent with increasing the size

of nanoparticles (Figure 4h). The analysis of relaxation profiles at 35 ◦C shows that the decay

times at cooling are higher than decay times at heating as the diameter of nanoparticles

increases (Figure 4i). These data indicate that the larger the particles are, the larger the

difference between clustering and assembly temperatures, leading to more pronounced rate-

independent component of the hysteresis.

Surface potential broadens hysteresis

Neutralization of surface potential has greater impact on the hysteresis. It is well known, that

native surfactants comprising quaternary ammonium ions (CTA+) and halides counterions

(e.g., Cl– ) form a stable bilayer on the surface of metallic nanoparticles.33,34 Although the

surfactant bilayers ensure excellent colloidal stability to the nanoparticles, they hinder the

ligand exchange even of thiol-terminated molecules.35–37 In the experiments discussed above,

we deliberately selected citrate as good leaving ligands to ensure their efficient replacement

with phosphine-bearing BSPP. We observed that upon ligand exchange the negative value

of ζ-potential is conserved (Figure 5a). This is quite the opposite scenario when replacing a

cationic surfactant, such as cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC), with BSPP, where

the sign of ζ-potential is reverted from positive to negative. Since the affinity of BSPP

to the gold surface is lower than that of thiolated ligands, it is reasonable to assume that

BSPP is unable to replace completely the native CTAC molecules, however, they are capable

of reversing the sign of ζ-potential (Figure 5a). Thus, the presence of residual surfactant

molecules mixes surface charge, resulting in a more neutral ζ-potential (-18 mV) as compared

with -41 mV of Au@BSPP in which citrate is the starting ligand.

We performed cyclic clustering of BSPP-stabilized nanoparticles (9 nm) using citrate and

CTAC as the starting ligands, hereafter named as AuNP− and AuNP±, respectively. Figure
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Figure 5: Influence of surface potential of AuNPs on rate-independent hysteresis.a) The
difference in surface ζ-potential of nanoparticles before and after ligand exchange using
citrate or CTAC as starting stabilizers. b) Hysteresis loops for AuNPs with mixed charges
(AuNP±) (CTAC as native stabilizer) and AuNPs with negative charges (AuNP−) (citrate as
native stabilizer) at 0.2 ◦C/min. c,d) Stair-like hysteresis for AuNP± (c) and for AuNP− (d).
e) Change of assembly degree upon relaxation to target temperature of 35 ◦C for both types
of AuNPs, showing invariance of assembly degree in AuNP± and fast decay at in AuNP−. f)
∆T at R = 0.5 for different temperature rates. The black line visualizes that AuNP± show
weak response to an increase of temperature rate, but a highly increased thermodynamic
hysteresis for x = 0 ◦C/min. g) Time-dependent spectral changed of AuNP± from c, showing
slow change of assembly degree upon cooling to 25 ◦C and burst-like disassembly to 45 ◦C.
Temperature values in upper part.
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5b shows that AuNP± feature much broader hysteresis than AuNPs– at 0.2 ◦C/min. At

35◦C, the gap in stair-like hysteresis for AuNP± was much larger than for AuNP− (Figure

5c,d, S13). In fact, it remained fully open. Relaxation dynamics to this temperature shows

that for AuNP± the assembly degree remains practically invariant over 20 minutes while

for AuNP− it relaxed to produce a small gap (Figure 5e). The width of rate-independent

hysteresis (∆T at 0 ◦C/min) was estimated to be ∼ 27 ◦C for AuNP± (Figure 5f) while for

AuNP− it was ∼ 2 ◦C (Figure 5f). These results confirm that thermodynamic hysteresis is

greatly increased with neutralizing surface potential.

To show that disassembly temperature is higher than clustering temperature we compared

the aggregation rate during cooling to 25 ◦C and redispersion rate during heating to 45 ◦C

for AuNP±. The clustering took 50 minutes to complete, redispersion less than a minute

(Figure 5g). We speculate that particles with mixes surface charges are less sensitive to

temperature change, meaning that larger energy input is required to induce redispersion

through electrostatic repulsion, thereby leading to greater hysteresis.

We are also aware of eventual interactions of the nanoparticles with the agarose ma-

trix that can additionally alter the hysteresis. The cationic surfactant molecules can bind

to negatively-charged agarose that can additionally increase the temperature difference of

clustering and redispersion.

Conclusions

In summary, we defined experimental parameters to control the hysteretic behaviour in

temperature-driven reversible clustering of gold nanoparticles. We showed that ionic strength,

controlled by salt and ligand concentrations, modulates the centre of the hysteresis within

a temperature range from 5 to 45 ◦C. The rate of heating or cooling altered its magnitude

suggesting that assemblies remain under a kinetic regime (rate-dependent hysteresis). Both

the asymmetric relaxation profiles of assembly degree at fixed temperature and the intercept
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of temperature scan velocity at fixed assembly degree defined the value of rate-independent

hysteresis for given experimental parameter - diameter of nanoparticles and their surface

potential. From a broader perspective, the simplicity of our method for estimation of kinetic

and thermodynamics hysteresis can be applied to virtually any chemical system (colloidal,

supramolecular) that undergo reversible transition upon the action of a stimulus. Further

coupling the hysteresis with chemical transformations can enable switchable catalysis, auto-

catalytic chemical networks, or nanosystems that store and transmit information.

Associated content
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Experimental

Materials

Sodium citrate, sodium chloride, bis(p-sulfonatophenyl)-phenylphosphine, triphenylphosphine-

3,3’,3”-trisulfonic acid trisodium salt, agarose and tetrachloroauric(III) acid were purchases

from Sigma-Aldrich and used without any further purification.All glassware was cleaned with

aqua regia and rinsed thouroughly with Milli-Q water.

Characterization

Influence of NaCl concentration on the temperature dependent AuNP@BSPP aggregation

(Figure 2) was characterized using a MayaPro 2000 (Ocean Optics) equipped with a tung-

sten/halogen light source. The cuvette was mounted in CUV-ALL-UV cuvette holder (Ocean

Optics) and connected via 400 µm optical fibers to the light source and the spectrometer.

The temperature of the cuvette holder was controlled by an external thermostat and recorded

with a temperature logger equipped with thermocouple (Thorlabs) placed inside the cuvette.

All other optical experiments were carried out using a Zeiss Axio Scope A1 microscope with

an integrated temperature control stage (Linkam Scientific Instruments, LTS420E Series)

and a tungsten/halogen light source. The microscope was connected to a Flame UV-VIS

spectrometer (Ocean Optics) with a 400 µm optical fiber. Transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) images were collected with Titan 60-300 TEM/STEM (FEI Company) operating at

300 kV. The hydrodynamic radius was acquired by Dynamic Light Scattering measurement

using Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern analytical).

Synthesis of 13 nm AuNPs@BSPP

Nanoparticles were synthesized using the reversed Turkevich method for citrate capped

AuNPs.1 In a typical synthesis, to boiling solution of sodium citrate (50 mg in 100 mL)
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was added a solution of HAuCl4 (29.83 mM, 1.68 mL) under magnetic stirring. Once the so-

lution turned ruby red, it was cooled to room temperature. Afterwards, a solution of BSPP

(0.5 mL, 78.4 mM) was added and under mild magnetic stirring and left overnight. The

solution was centrifuged twice (6500 rpm, 1 h) and stored at 5 ◦C. The final concentration

of gold was 312 mM. Note that stock solution without extra salt remains stable at 5 ◦C.

Synthesis of 9 nm AuNPs@BSPP using citrate as native stabilizer

Nanoparticles were synthesized using the seeded growth method for sub-10 nm AuNPs.2

Gold seeds of 3.5 nm in diameter were formed by injection of HAuCl4 (1 mL of 25 mM) into

solution of sodium citrate (150 mL of 2.2 mM) containing of tannic acid (0.1 mL) K2CO3

(0.1 mL) at 70 ◦C. After 5 minutes, 55 mL of the reaction solution were replaced with 55

mL of fresh portion of sodium citrate solution (2.2 mM). Once the temperature of solution

stabilized at 70 ◦C, two subsequent aliquots of HAuCl 4 (0.5 mL 25 mM) were injected with

an interval of 10 minutes. This process was repeated until AuNPs reached the desired size.

To funcionalize AuNPs@Citrate with BSPP to the as-prepared solution of AuNPs@Citrate

(???mL) was added BSPP (0.5 mL, 78.4 mM) under mild stirring and was left stirring

overnight, followed by two-step centrifugation (9000 rpm, 1 h) and redispersed with Milli-Q

water.

Synthesis of 9 nm AuNPs@BSPP using CTAC as native stabilizer

Nanoparticles were synthesized following the protocol by Yoon.3 To prepare seeds nanopar-

ticles, the solution of HAuCl4 (0.25 mL of 10 mM) was added to the solution of CTAB

(10 mL of 100 mM) and left stirring until total complexation of gold salt with surfactant

micelles. Next, the solution of ice-cold NaBH4 (600 µL, 10 mM) was injected under strong

stirring. The solution was aged for 1 h. To overgrowth gold seeds to desire size, a solution

of ascorbic acid (15 mL, 100 mM) was added to CTAC solution (20 mL of 200 mM) con-

taining Au seeds (500 µL), followed by injection of HAuCl4 solution (20 mL 0.5 mM) and
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stirred vigorously for 10 minutes. The as synthesized AuNPs@CTAC were washed thrice by

centrifugation (14000 rpm, 1 h) and redispersed with CTAC solution (2 mM). At the last

centrifugation, the pellet was dissolved in BSPP solution (20 mL, 2 mM) and left stirring

overnight. Finally, the solution of AuNPs@BSPP was purified twice by centrifugation (9000

rpm, 1 h) and redispersed in BSPP (1 mM).

Synthesis of larger AuNPs@BSPP - 19, 30 nm

Nanoparticles were synthesized using the seeded growth method for AuNPs@Citrate by

Bastus.4 A solution of HAuCl4 (1 mL of 25 mM) was added to the solution of sodium citrate

(150 mL of 2.2 mM) at 100 ◦C under strong stirring. The solution was then cooled down to

90 ◦C followed by the addition of HAuCl4 (1 mL of 25 mM). After 30 minutes the reaction

was finished. Afterwards, 55 mL of the reaction solution were replaced by the solution of

sodium citrate (55 mL 2.2 mM) and was used as seed solution.

Preparation of Au-agarose composite

To the aqueous solution containing AuNPs@BSPP (200 µl, 25 mM) was added a solution

of BSPP (100 µL, 74.8 mM), followed by the addition of hot agarose (2 mL, 0.25 wt%, 90

◦C) and NaCl (200 µL, 1 M ). The mixture was left undisturbed for 2 hours before use. The

sample was either prepared directly inside a cuvette or transferred instantly into one after

mixing and sealed. To ensure good reproducibility the agarose solution should be sufficiently

hot. To minimize the evaporation of water in hot agarose solution, a solution of 10 mL was

prepared in a 20 mL flask with the lid laid reversed on the orifice. The dispersion was

microwaved until the first boiling was observed and stopped instantly followed by thorough

mixing and the second microwave heating until the very first moment of boiling. To study the

effect of BSPP and NaCl concentrations the volumes of both chemicals were kept constant

while the concentration of stock solutions were accordingly adjusted. The solution containing

AuNPs@Citrate were transferred to a cuvette containing and sealed to prevent evaporation,
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which otherwise would alter the concentration of agarose.

Temperature-dependent clustering

Temperature-induce reversible aggregation of nanoparticles commenced with an isotherm at

45 ◦C for 15 minutes to ensure that AuNPs remain dispersed. The sample was cooled at

give rate (0.2, 1 or 5 ◦C/min) with an isotherm (15 min) at 5 ◦C followed by heating to 45

◦C at similar rate and isotherm for 15 minutes. For the stair-like hysteresis, the temperature

was changed by 10 ◦/min followed by an isotherm for 15 minutes between 45 ◦C and 5 ◦C.

In all experiments, temperature values and UV-Vis spectra were recorded in the interval of

10 seconds. Open source Python libraries (Pandas, Numpy, Scipy, Matplotlib) were used for

automated spectral data analysis.
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DLS analysis of temperature-driven clustering

Figure S1: Change of hydrodynamic diameter of AuNPs@BSPP (NaCl: 80 mM; BSPP: 3
mM) upon cooling and heating. The change of hydrodynamic diameter at different tem-
peratures is similar regardless the representation: intensity (upper), number (middle) and
volume (lower) distribution
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Agarose pore size determination

Figure S2: Agarose pore size determination. a) The overall absorbance of the hydrogel rises
over time, especially for short wavelengths. The absorbance at 750 nm is representative for
the formation of an agarose network. The pore size can is estimated from the wavelength
exponent5 (WLE), which is obtained from a linear regression of a double logarithmic plot of
the turbidity τ(λ) = 2.3A(λ)/L, where L is cuvette width in cm, versus wavelength, λ, from
700 nm to 800 nm. The estimated pore size of 600 nm was estimated from the WLE plots
from reference6
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Effect of agarose concentration on clustering

Figure S3: The effect of agarose concentration on the reversible clustering of the nanoparti-
cles. With increasing agarose concentration, the responsiveness of the solution to tempera-
ture changes decreases because of immobilization of AuNPs on agarose matrix.
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Effect of temperature gradient on hysteresis

Figure S4 shows visual representation of possible temperature gradient in our experimental

setup. The optical path of UV-Vis recording is oriented vertically, and the source of heat/cold

is supplied from the bottom of the cuvette. Upon heating, the disassembly starts from the

bottom (red area) while on the upper part of the cuvette larger aggregates remain (blue area).

In such a scenario, there is a size distribution of clusters across the optical path - vertical axis

(Figure S4a). As a result, one could expect that temperature gradient imposes broadening of

optical response across the beam light and hence the origin of the hysteresis. We evaluated

the effect of temperature gradient on the magnitude of hysteresis, by performing reversible

clustering cuvettes different path lengths: 1, 2 and 5 mm. The hysteresis increased with

increasing the thickness of the cuvette (Figure S4). For the cuvette of the lowest path length

(1mm), the hysteresis remains visible. Note that although the hysteresis can be further

decreased by slowing the temperature ramp down to 0.2 ◦C/min in 1 mm thick cuvette, it

cannot vanish entirely.

Figure S4: The effect of temperature gradient on hysteresis. a) Visual representation of the
possible temperature gradient for cuvette of different path lengths. The heat is applied from
the bottom, causing a temperature gradient along the light beam of UV-Vis spectrometer.
Upon the temperature scan, the delay of heat transfer from the bottom to the top of cuvette
causes size distribution of the cluster, broadening thus the spectra. Since the hysteresis is
a measure R, which is sensitive to the linewidth of the spectra, the width of hysteresis can
increase with the size distribution of the clusters. b) Hysteresis of reversible clustering for
cuvette thickness of 1, 2 and 5 mm. c) The change of hysteresis at 25 ◦C versus the velocity
of temperature scan rate (upper horizontal axis) and cuvette thickness (bottom horizontal
axis).
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Detailed analysis of hysteresis

Figure S5: Detailed analysis of the hysteresis (from Figure 2) as a function of BSPP and
NaCl concentrations. The grey colored area is the temperature operating window, where
the assembly degree of the AuNPs can be modulated (presence of hysteresis), whereas the
red and blue bars represent the maximum and minim extinction, respectively for given salt
concentration. a) Effect of BSPP concentration at the constant NaCl (80 mM). The upper
and lower limits of assembly degree increase with increasing the concentration of BSPP. b)
The effect of NaCl concentration at constant BSPP (3 mM). The assembly degree as well
as temperature window shifts to higher values with increasing salt concentration. Within
the grey area of temperature window, the difference between red and blue bars indicates
the maximum responsiveness of the system to the applied temperature and therefore the
magnitude of the hysteresis.
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Calculation of interaction potential

The magnitude of hysteresis is strictly related to the concentration of NaCl and BSPP (Figure

2 in main text). To evaluate the effect of both salt on temperature-driven reversible clustering

of gold nanoparticles, we calculated the net interaction potential between nanoparticles,

by implementing DLVO theory.7 DLVO comprises attractive, temperature-independent van

der Waals potential and repulsive, temperature-dependent electrostatic potential: Vtot =

VvdW + Velec. For nanoparticles of similar size the van der Waals and electrostatic potentials

can be expressed as follow:

VvdW = − AR
12D

(1)

Velec =
1

2
RZe−κD (2)

where A is the Hamaker constant for the Au/water/Au system (2×10−19 J), R is nanoparticle

radius, D interparticle distance, Z interaction constant and κ Debye Length. The Debye

length receives the following form:

κ =

(∑
i

z2i e
2n2

i∞
kBT

)1/2

(3)

where z, e and n are ion valency of electrolite, elementary charge and concentration of

electrolite. Note that in our system we have two type of electrolites: NaCl (1:1) and BSPP

(1:2). The interaction constant, Z in equation 2 defines the repulsion of the electric double

layer and can be calculated as follows:

Z = 64πε0ε

(
kBT

e

)2

tanh2

(
zeψ0

4kBT

)
(4)

In the equation (4), ε0 and ε are the vacuum permittivity and relative permittivity for water,

respectively, while ψ0 is surface potential (mV) of nanoparticle which can be obtained from
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the surface charge density8 (σ) (C/m2) that in turns is given by ζ-potential (mV):

σ =
ε0εkBT

ze
κ

[
2 sinh

(
ζze

2kBT

)
+

4

κR
tanh

(
ζze

4kBT

)]
(5)

ψ0 =
2kBT

ze
sinh−1

(
σ√

8kBTε0εn∞

)
(6)

Therefore, the ψ0 in equation (4) can be estimated by measuring ζ-potential. We monitored

experimentally the change of ζ-potential as a function of temperature, showing progressive

decrease of ζ-potential with increasing temperature from 5 to 45 ◦C (Figure S6).
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Figure S6: Experimental data showing the decrease the values of ζ-potential (approach-
ing neutrality) with increasing temperature. Note that the change of ζ-potential is fully
reversible. The value presented in the plot were used to calculate σ in eq. (5).

By taking into the account all experimental variables (nanoparticle radius, tempera-

ture, BSPP and NaCl concentrations as well as ζ-potential) we calculated interaction energy

(kBT ) of nanoparticles as a function of inter-particle distance for varying temperature and ζ-

potential at different NaCl concentrations and at constant BSPP concentration and nanopar-

ticle radius (Figure S7). The calculations show that with the increase of NaCl concentration

from 16 to 128 mM, the electrostatic repulsions drops progressively, making dominant vdW

attractions. That is, at higher salt concentration (112 and 128 mM), the interaction energy

is purely attractive where nanoparticles remain aggregated regardless of the temperature.

Interestingly, at [NaCl] = 64 and 80 mM (optimum salt concentration for maximum ∆D -

the difference between aggregated and redispersed states) the energetic barrier of electro-
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static repulsion oscillates in the range of ±5KBT above and below 0KBT with increasing

and decreasing temperature, respectively. These numbers confirm that reversible clustering

is the results of temperature-dependent changes of electrostatic repulsions. Note, however,

that although we excluded from our model non-DLVO interactions (short-rage steric repul-

sion), as shown by Liu et al.,9 the effect of temperature on the magnitude of electrostatic

interaction energy is very much similar to the values reported by these Authors.
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Figure S7: Calculated interaction energy between gold nanoparticles of radius 6 nm at
temperature range between 5 and 45 ◦C for different NaCl concentrations. The electrostatic
energy barrier decreases with decreasing temperature. The change of magnitude in the
electrostatic energy barrier decreases with increasing salt concentration. At higher salt
concentrations, nanoparticles remains aggregated regardless the applied temperature. κ
in titles of each subplot stands for Debye length.
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Effect of AuNPs concentration on clustering

Figure S8: The effect of AuNPs concentration on hysteresis. The upper panel shows raw
UV-VIS spectra for a cooling and heating cycles AuNPs@BSPP with increasing concentra-
tion from left to right. The higher is the AuNPs concentration, the higher is the extent
of aggregation. The lower panel shows the analysis of the spectra: left: extinction at 650
nm showing that the magnitude of the hysteresis is higher for higher amount of nanoparti-
cles; middle: assembly degree, and left: normalized assembly degree. The normalized data
show that the coercivity of the hysteresis and onset temperature are similar for all samples,
suggesting that effect of particles concentration has a minor effect on the observed hysteresis.
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Scaling NaCl concentration with nanoparticle diameter
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Figure S9: Semilog plot of NaCl concentration versus nanoparticle diameter at hysteresis
centered in temperature window. (Note that for each nanoparticle diameter salt concen-
tration was readjusted to center the hysteres). The fitting indicates that with the increase
nanoparticle diameter by 1 nm the salt concentration need to be lowered by factor of 0.89.
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Role of BSPP counterion

Figure S10: Comparison of AuNPs@BSPP (two sulfonate units) vs. AuNPs@TSPP, three
sulfontate units).
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Hysteresis of 19 nm AuNPs@BSPP

Figure S11: Summary of 19 nm AuNPs@BSPP. a) Time-dependent spectral evolution for
19 nm AuNPs@BSPP at 1 ◦C/min of scan rate. b) Assembly Degree, R, for three different
temperature scan rates. c) Response of Assembly Degree R to a stair-like hysteresis. See
Figure 3 in main text for details. d) Decay time constants for aggregation and redispersion
at different temperatures calculated from e-h. e -h) The relaxation of R to given temperature
for clustering and dissagregation obtained from stair like hysteresis (vertical lines in c).
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Summary of 30 nm AuNPs@BSPP

Figure S12: Summary of 30 nm AuNPs@BSPP. a) Time-dependent spectral evolution for
30 nm AuNPs@BSPP at 1 ◦C/min of scan rate. b) Assembly Degree R for three different
temperature scan rates. c) Response of Assembly Degree R to a stair-like hysteresis. See
Figure 3 in main text for details. d) Decay time constants for aggregation and redispersion
at different temperatures calculated from e-h. e- h) The relaxation of R to given temperature
for clustering and dissagregation obtained from stair like hysteresis (vertical lines in c).
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Summary of mixed charged AuNPs

Figure S13: Summary of AuNPs@CTAC. a) Time-dependent spectral evolution for AuNPs+-

at 1 ◦C/min of scan rate. b) Assembly Degree R for three different temperature scan rates.
c) Response of Assembly Degree R to a stair-like hysteresis. d) Decay time constants for
aggregation at 25 ◦C and redispersion at 45 ◦C. The aggregation is about 8x slower. e - h)
The relaxation of R to given temperature for clustering and dissagregation obtained from
stair like hysteresis (vertical lines in c).
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Comparison of decay times for AuNPs of different di-

ameters

Figure S14: Summary of decay times for different AuNPs diameters. The aggregation and
dissagregation is slower for larger nanoparticles
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